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story
our  

group
our  

Moments Furniture was founded in Belgium in 
1935 as Braekevelt. We quickly earned a strong 
reputation as a specialist in the development 
and production of care furniture and as an ad-
visor for the design of complete care interiors. 
The secret of our success for more than 80 
years? In our designs and interior concepts 
we always look for a balanced combination of 
comfort and style. At Moments we always go 
for functional design. You can see that just by 
looking at our seating and care bed collections.

We continue to expand our expertise in 
high-quality healthcare furniture and comfortable 
care interiors and we offer our services to the  
international market. We have an expansive  
European network, with sales offices in Belgium, 
the Netherlands, France, Switzerland and  
Germany. Our manufacturing facilities are  
located in Ingelmunster (Belgium) and  
Salzkotten (Germany). 

As a family business, we place a great deal 
of importance on creating attractive and  
welcoming interiors, where everyone feels 
good. With this in mind, through our seating 
collection, beds, and interior designs we  
offer innovative and high-quality solutions 
that provide a feeling of wellbeing.

business
family  

 FOUNDED IN 1935 
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t h e  c o m b i n a t i o n  i s  t h e  s t r e n g t h

 SEATING MANUFACTURING  Since 1935, we create,  
manufacture, upholster and assemble innovative  
and qualitative healthcare furniture, offering more  
comfort and a feeling of well-being 

 SLEEPING MANUFACTURING  Since 2001, together with our  
German partner FMB Care, we specialize with great  
passion and commitment, in the developing and  
manufacturing of state-of-the-art care beds.

Moments is all about creating well thought-out  
interior concepts for the health sector. In every  
project we focus on comfort, look and a sense of 
welcoming. The wellbeing of users – along with the 
satisfaction of our customers – is our top priority.

As an experienced specialist and manufacturer of  
healthcare furniture, safety and quality are among 
our highest priorities!  In order to ensure constant 
quality, safety and longevity, moments furniture  
advises its customers to periodically perform  
maintenance or to let perform this maintenance  
by our professional service team.

how can we help you ?
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Benoit Thevelin
CEO Moments Furniture

STRIVING TO INNOVATE
Perhaps the most difficult challenge in the whole production process 
for every business, but at Moments this is the top priority, in interests 
of our customers and our products.

The managment of Moments Furniture is constantly assessing its 
customers’ wishes, demands and above all their satisfaction. These 
aspects are seen as a first requirement for developing and maintaining 
a good quality service.

In this way our own design team can develop new products or 
optimise existing ones so that we can always offer our various target 
groups a perfectly suitable product for every application.

Since the entire production process is in our hands, we can adjust it 
at any time. In developing our products we give priority to functionality, 
comfort, safety and ergonomics for the user, while at the same time 
keeping a watchfull eye on the aesthetic aspect, taking account of the 
constantly changing trends in interiors.

Working innovatively is hard-wired into the Moments’ corporate 
culture. 
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OUR GROUP
We continue to expand our expertise in high-quality healthcare furniture 
and comfortable care interiors and we offer our services to the international 
market. 

We have an expansive European network, with sales offices in Belgium, the 
Netherlands, France, Switzerland and Germany. Our manufacturing facilities 
are located in Ingelmunster (Belgium) and Salzkotten (Germany) and the 
group has 4 showrooms at its disposal, in Ingelmunster (Belgium), Tiel (The 
Netherlands), Lousanne (Switserland) and Zurich (Switserland). 

But a border won’t stop us! Our export team reaches out to all the corners 
of the world with our specialised care furniture, from Hong Kong to the 
United States.

Moments Ingelmunster, Belgium / Tuoi Belgium

W2 moments Tiel, The Netherlands

Moments Lousanne, Switserland

Moments France

Moments Zurich, Switserland
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CREATING HOSPITALITY

Moments is all about creating well thought-out interiour concepts for the 
health sector. In every project, we focus on comfort, look and a sense 
of welcoming. The wellbeing of users - along with the satisfaction of our 
customers - is our top priority. 

A well-considered total approach

We cannot emphasize it too much: there is much more to designing a care 
environment than simply placing specially adapted furniture. Based on our 
expertise built up over many decades - we’ve been designing care furniture 
since way back in 1935 - we know that the success of every project 
demands a comprehensive approach.

Because high-quality care furniture only functions at its peak potential when 
the whole interior exudes the same high quality. You need to select the 
right floor, wall and window coverings, and style the decorative aspects 
of the environment. You need a total concept. That’s where our ‘Creating 
Hospitality’ approach makes a difference. 
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CHECK OUT
 OUR 

INO PRODU
CT 

VIDEO!

CLICK HER
E OR SCAN

 THE 

QR CODE!

https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/seating-manufacturing/reclining-care-chairs/ino
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/seating-manufacturing/reclining-care-chairs/ino
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/seating-manufacturing/reclining-care-chairs/ino
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/seating-manufacturing/reclining-care-chairs/echo
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/seating-manufacturing/sofas/cosmo
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/seating-manufacturing/reclining-care-chairs/laguna
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcg72-KuBF0&list=PLeTamBNliaP9f1MfXKuVWKH7M9I_yVOPC&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcg72-KuBF0&list=PLeTamBNliaP9f1MfXKuVWKH7M9I_yVOPC&index=1
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AZ Sint-Maarten, Mechelen
Belgium

READ THE FULL ARTICLE FROM THE MAGAZINE 'BOUWEN AAN DE ZORG'
CLICK HERE OR SCAN THE QR CODE!

688 INOs for the new Sint-Maarten 
General Hospital in Mechelen 

The brand-new Sint-Maarten General hospital 
in Mechelen welcomed not only its first patient, 
but also 688 of our INOs. 

“What’s so innovative about the INO concept is 
that we always start from the same basis but that 
after we can finish the chair almost ‘à la carte’, 
depending on the functionality, look and feel that 
the customer wants.” - Marie Thevelin.

https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/688-inos-new-sint-maarten-general-hospital-mechelen
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/688-inos-new-sint-maarten-general-hospital-mechelen
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/688-inos-new-sint-maarten-general-hospital-mechelen
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/688-inos-new-sint-maarten-general-hospital-mechelen
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/688-inos-new-sint-maarten-general-hospital-mechelen
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INO wins prestigious 
DesignX50 Award

DesignX50 about the INO... 

“Moments Furniture’s INO is a comfortable lounge chair that 
combines ‘home’ and ‘care’. Under the motto ‘A chair for life’, 
it evolves along with the user during the different stages of life. 
The lounge chair can be adjusted to suit the user’s comfort 
and care needs. Thanks to its light design, the INO helps give 
care at home, as well as in institutions and hospitals, a more 
trustworthy feel. In spite of its homely, non-stigmatising look, the 
INO meets all standard requirements for seating designs for a 
professional care environment.” 
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AZ Delta, Roeselare
Belgium
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COSMO wins 
DesignX50 Award

DesignX50 about the Cosmo... 

Every 2 years, Designregio Kortrijk presents awards for the best and 
most innovative products from West-Flanders. Two concepts were 
a particular importance to the jury of this edition: design thinking 
and sustainability. They awarded the Cosmo armchair with the 
DesignX50 award! 

Older people and other individuals with special health care needs 
find it easy to get in and out of the chair thanks to the depth, height 
and width of the seat. An opening at the back makes it easy to clean. 
A robust metal frame, which is cleverly hidden behind wooden 
or metal legs, provides invisible but maximum stability. The 
Cosmo is a chair of today with a view to the future.
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Cosmo featured in 
Vogue Living Australia

READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON OUR WEBSITE
CLICK HERE OR SCAN THE QR CODE!

Moments furnishes hospital in the future

The Cabrini Malvern Hospital in Victoria, Australia, opened its new 
Gandel wing. The eye-catching design and innovative furnishings 
attracted a great deal of press attention. Even Vogue devoted an 
article to it: “Is this the world’s most beautiful hospital?”. With the 
Cosmo chair from Moments in the spotlight!

Together with our local partner-distibutor, Schiavello Wellness, we 
provided the icing on the cake with our Cosmo chair. As a trendsetter 
of functional design in the healthcare sector, we were the ideal partner 
to provide the hospital of the future with the right furniture. The Cosmo 
chair, with its universal design and contemporary style, fits perfectly 
into the picture.

https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/moments-furnishes-hospital-future
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/moments-furnishes-hospital-future
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/moments-furnishes-hospital-future
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Ino wins prestigious
Product Design Award

READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON OUR WEBSITE
CLICK HERE OR SCAN THE QR CODE!

Ino care relax wins prestigious
Product Design Award

The INO care relax from Moments Furniture can proudly call itself 
the winner of the European Product Design Awards in the category 
‘design for society & design for elders’. Its sleek, modern design in 
combination with the modular and ergonomic applications convinced 
the jury.

https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/ino-care-relax-wins-european-product-design-award
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/ino-care-relax-wins-european-product-design-award
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/ino-care-relax-wins-european-product-design-award
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AZ Monica Cardio Lounge, Antwerp
Belgium
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Amphia hospital Breda
The Netherlands

READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON OUR WEBSITE
CLICK HERE OR SCAN THE QR CODE!

Creating a warm and comfortabl care environment. 
That’s something we’re happy to help with...

The new Amphia hospital in Breda has been open to the public since 
the end of last year. In addition to its striking architecture, the interior 
immediately impresses. Moments delivered the 355 comfortable 
patient Echo relax chairs.

https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/creating-hospitality/amphia-hospital-breda-new-clothes-nl
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/creating-hospitality/amphia-hospital-breda-new-clothes-nl
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/creating-hospitality/amphia-hospital-breda-new-clothes-nl
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Thames Hospice, Windsor
United Kingdom

READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON OUR WEBSITE
CLICK HERE OR SCAN THE QR CODE!

Cosmo armchair graces the 
new Thames Hospice in Windsor

The Thames Hospice centre in Windsor (UK) recently moved into 
its new building. Inside the centre the Cosmo armchair steals the 
limelight, thanks to ergonomic aspects such as seating comfort, ease 
of standing up, a high back and adapted seat height. Combine these 
with high quality and excellent design, and you can’t help but agree 
that this is a “job well done”. 

https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/creating-hospitality/cosmo-armchair-graces-new-thames-hospice-windsor-uk
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/creating-hospitality/cosmo-armchair-graces-new-thames-hospice-windsor-uk
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/creating-hospitality/cosmo-armchair-graces-new-thames-hospice-windsor-uk
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/creating-hospitality/cosmo-armchair-graces-new-thames-hospice-windsor-uk
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Forward Living
Hong Kong
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Discover all our references on our website:

http://www.momentsfurniture.com
http://www.momentsfurniture.com
http://www.momentsfurniture.com


moments furniture nv
Deefakkerstraat 2, 8770 Ingelmunster, Belgium
+32 51 48 92 58 - info@momentsfurniture.com

Marie Thevelin
+32 (0)478 76 06 26
mthevelin@momentsfurniture.com

NEED MORE 

INFORMATION?

http://www.momentsfurniture.com
mailto:mthevelin%40momentsfurniture.com?subject=
mailto:mthevelin%40momentsfurniture.com?subject=
http://www.momentsfurniture.com
https://www.momentsfurniture.com/en/news/688-inos-new-sint-maarten-general-hospital-mechelen

